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LEGAL DISCLAIMER

The information provided on DaoVerse website does not constitute investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any 
other sort of advice and you should not treat any of the website’s content as such. DaoVerse team does not recommend that any 
cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you. Do conduct your own due diligence and consult your financial advisor 
before making any investment decisions. By purchasing DaoVerse, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or 
investment and you agree to hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that the 
team is presenting the token “as is” and is not required to provide any support or services. You should have no expectation of 
any form from DaoVerse and its team. Although DaoVerse is a community driven token for social networking and not a 
registered digital currency, the team strongly recommends that citizens in areas with government bans on Crypto do not 
purchase it because the team cannot ensure compliance with your territory’s regulations. Always make sure that you are in 
compliance with your local laws and regulations before you make any purchase.



About DaoVerse
DaoVerse Play-to-Earn Gaming & Decentralized Virtual Economy

Enter the world of Play-to-Earn, where earning $DVRS rewards is an integral part of your gaming experience.  Our 
platform focuses on creating immersive, interactive game that offer players the opportunity to earn through 
gameplay. 

Join DaoVerse and be part of a new era in gaming.

ZERO TAX
CertiK SECURITY AUDIT



https://swap.daoverse.site/#/swap


DaoVerse is Successfully

$DVRS
Audit Report

https://www.certik.com/projects/daoverse


Tokenomics
Ticker: DVRS

Name: DaoVerse

Max. supply: 1,000,000,000 DVRS

Network: Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20)

Contract: 0xA155464B1566cdDdf9782205602651B8B871b3d5

$DVRS Contract has ZERO Tax Fees.
All future development is made with pre-allocated tokens.

TRADE $DVRS WITH EASE!.



Why DaoVerse? 

DaoVerse is all about play-to-earn and community-driven 
growth. With a shared vision, we're building a brighter future 
where everyone can thrive. Our commitment to transparency 
ensures that every voice matters, as we work together to pioneer 
a new era of opportunity. Come be a part of the journey, where 
your ideas and votes shape our collective destiny. 

Together, we're making it happen.



Roadmap



Useful Links

Daoverse Website
Daoverse Swap
Daoverse Telegram
Daoverse Medium
Daoverse Twitter
Daoverse CertiK Audit 

http://daoverse.online
https://swap.daoverse.site/#/swap
https://t.me/DaoVerseOfficial
https://medium.com/@daoverse
https://twitter.com/DaoDVRS
https://www.certik.com/projects/daoverse

